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A Variable Curvature Model for Multi-Backbone
Continuum Robots to Account for Inter-Segment
Coupling and External Disturbance
Yuyang Chen , Baibo Wu, Jiabin Jin, and Kai Xu , Member, IEEE

Abstract—Multi-backbone continuum robots demonstrated potentials for dexterous manipulation with proper payload capability
in minimally invasive surgeries. Most prior works assume constant
curvature shapes of the continuum segments in the modeling and
control of the multi-backbone continuum robots. The actuation
coupling effects between adjacent continuum segments and the
segments’ variable curvature shapes under environmental interactions have not been fully addressed by a static-kinematic model
specifically for multi-backbone continuum robots. This letter hence
proposes a variable curvature model for multi-backbone continuum robots with relatively low bending curvature based on the
Cosserat rod theory. The model focuses on the major factors that
affect the robot’s shape: the length-prescribed push-pull actuation,
the elastic elongation of the backbone rods, and the external loads.
With five assumptions made to simplify the constraints in the
multi-backbone continuum robot, a compact statics-kinematics
formulation is derived with computational performance acceptable
for real-time control. Experiments were conducted on a continuum
robotic system to quantify the modeling accuracy and computational efficiency. The proposed model was shown to have substantially improved accuracy over the constant curvature model. The
average computational time for solving the inverse kinematics was
0.7ms on a 2.6 GHz Intel i7-5600U platform, which is promising
for real-time control.
Index Terms—Surgical robotics: Laparoscopy, compliant joints
and mechanisms, continuum robots, kinematics.

I. INTRODUCTION
ONTINUUM robots are envisioned as a promising candidate for MIS (Minimally Invasive Surgery), due to their
appealing merits of inherent compliance, scalability, design
compactness and dexterity in confined spaces [1]. In the last
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two decades, numerous surgical platforms based on continuum
robots have been developed, for example in cardiovascular
surgery [2], neurosurgery [3], endoscopic surgery [4], laparoscopic surgery [5], etc.
Extending continuum robot applications in MIS is majorly
challenged by their drawbacks of low precision and payload
capability, compared to their rigid-linked counterparts.
Although the precision can be improved via motion calibration and actuation compensation [6], [7] while using the widely
adopted constant curvature kinematics model [8], the accuracy
of the constant curvature model is deteriorated with the occurred
effects of tendon elongation/slackness [9], coupled bending [10],
and external disturbances. A versatile variable curvature model
is hence desirable to better harness continuum robots when a
robot’s shape is co-determined by actuation and environmental
interactions.
The demand to improve structural rigidity of continuum
surgical manipulators stimulates the designs of multi-backbone
continuum mechanism [11] and subsequently the dual continuum mechanism [5]. Such designs have been applied in laparoscopic surgery [12], transurethral surgery [13], throat surgery
[14], endoscopic surgery [15], etc. Continuum robots in these
procedures are required to apply forces (e.g., dissection and
knot-tying) at the distal ends. The constant curvature kinematics
model that was adopted in most multi-backbone continuum
robots [16], [17] cannot accurately describe the shapes under
external loads. It is hence worthy exploring a variable curvature
model for multi-backbone continuum robots to account for
external disturbances.
This letter hence aims at presenting a static kinematic model
for multi-backbone continuum robots using a variable curvature formulation. The model is expected to benefit the control
precision of continuum surgical robots while preserving safe
interaction due to a continuum robot’s structural compliance,
during minimally invasive procedures.
A. Related Work and Contributions
To characterize the deformation of continuum robots under external loads, various static kinematic models have been
developed, using approximation-based methods or an exactdeformation-oriented approach.
The approximation-based methods include the piecewise constant curvature model [18]–[21], the Bézier curve fitting [22],
the pseudo rigid body model [23], etc. These models make
approximations that reduce the dimensionality of the shape using
a finite number of variables.
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rod theory with a hope for real-time implementation of the inverse kinematics, this letter hence proposes a variable curvature
model that utilizes structure-induced assumptions to generate
a compact and computationally efficient formulation. Numerical analyses and experimental results validated the variable
curvature model with the inverse kinematics implemented in a
real-time control loop, exhibiting improved modeling accuracy
of a 2-segment continuum robot under inter-segment coupling
and external disturbance, compared to the constant curvature
model.
B. Organization
Organization of this letter is as follows. In Section II, the
variable curvature model derivation is presented in detail. In
Section III, the experimental validation on the modeling accuracy and computing efficiency are elaborated. A brief discussion
on the model is presented in Section IV. Conclusion and future
work are summarized in Section V.
II. MODEL FORMULATION
In this section, the classical Cosserat rod model is first summarized. For continuum segments consisting of multiple Cosserat
backbone rods and constrained by multiple spacer rings, five
assumptions are made to simplify the formulation. The model
of the continuum segment is then developed. The nomenclatures
used in the model are listed in Table I.
A. The Classical Cosserat Rod Model
Let {w} = {xw , yw , zw } be a fixed known reference frame. Let
the shape of the jth backbone rod in the ith continuum segment
be represented by a spatial curve parameterized by arc length
sij . The deformation of the rod is described by the backbone
rod body frame {ij} = {xij (sij ), yij (sij ), zij (sij )} moving along
the curve, where axes xij (sij ) and yij (sij ) define the rod’s cross
section plane. The rate change of frame {ij} with respect to sij
indicate the strain vectors uij (sij ) and vij (sij ), as given by the
equations:

On the other hand, the variable curvature model, by assuming
a continuous shape, can achieve improved modeling accuracy at
the expense of a higher computational cost. Elastic rod theories
or energy methods (e.g., in [24]) are often employed to provide mechanical governing equations. The Cosserat rod theory
has been used to model the central backbone of tendon-driven
continuum robots [25] and pre-curved concentric tubes [26], as
well as the legs in the parallel continuum robots without or with
intermediate constraints disks, as in [27] and [28], respectively.
The parallel continuum robot with intermediate constraints
disks studied in [28] has six actuators for pushing or pulling each
leg. Since the interactions between the legs and the intermediate
constraints disks as well as the distal platform shall all be examined, the derived Cosserat rod model is less computationally
efficient and real-time inverse kinematics solutions were only
pursued for the cases with no intermediate constraints disks,
instead of with the constraints disks [28].
The intermediate constraints disks that are incorporated into
multi-backbone continuum robots can in fact enhance the structural stability. In order to enjoy the enhanced structural integrity
and the improved modeling accuracy brought by the Cosserat

ṗij (sij ) = Rij (sij )vij (sij ), Ṙij (sij ) = Rij (sij )ûij (sij ) ,
(1)
where the operator (^) maps 3 to so(3).
The mechanics model of the rod describing the evolution of
internal force and moment in the rod nij (sij ) and mij (sij ) is given
by the differential equations:
ṅij (sij ) + feij (sij ) = 0,
ṁij (sij ) + ṗij (sij ) × nij (sij ) + leij (sij ) = 0,

(2)

where feij (sij ) and leij (sij ) are the distributed body force and
moment acting on the rod.
The constitutive law relating the internal wrench and the
deformation is assumed linear functions, as described by:
mij (sij ) = Rij (sij )KB (uij (sij ) − umin ),
nij (sij ) = Rij (sij )KE (vij (sij ) − vmin ),

(3)

where the matrices KB = diag(EI, EI, 2GI) and KE =
diag(GA, GA, EA) are stiffness matrices determined by the
Young’s modulus E, shear modulus G, cross section area A,
and second moment of inertia of the cross section I (assuming
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3) Assumption 3. Small Bending Curvature: One important
assumption to facilitate the model computation is the approximation as in (9). This assumption usually holds for continuum
surgical manipulators whose bending curvature is relatively
small. For example, applying this assumption on the continuum
robot described in Section III.A leads to an approximation error
of 0.364%. However, readers should check the approximation
error based on their own robot designs before applying this
assumption.
m

j=1

Fig. 1. Backbone rods in the continuum segments in (a) is assumed to be
continuously constrained by the segment’s cross section, as shown in (b).

isotropic material); vmin = [0 0 1]T and umin = 0 represent the
assumed unstressed state of the backbone rod.
B. Model Assumptions
As shown in Fig. 1(a), the continuum segment under investigation consists of many rigid spacer rings, an end ring, a base
ring, and several nitinol backbone rods that are attached to the
end ring and slide freely in the holes of the spacer rings and the
base ring. Because there are multiple stacked segments, the rods
attached to the kth end ring (k > i) are also routed through the ith
segment via the holes in the spacer rings.
1) Assumption 1. Torsion-Free, Inextensible Segment Bending: Similar to (1), the segment body frame {0} = {x0 (s0 ),
y0 (s0 ), z0 (s0 )} is used to describe the central axis with the linear
and angular velocities v0 and u0 :
ṗ0 = R0 v 0 ,Ṙ0 = R0 û0 .

(4)

The shape of the segment (i.e., its central axis) is considered
rigid in torsion and extension. This can be physically achieved
via using outer sheath tubes. The linear and angular velocities
hence follow:
v0 |z = 1, u0 |z = 0.

(5)

2) Assumption 2. Continuous Constraint: As illustrated in
Fig 1(b), the backbone rods are first treated as being continuously
constrained by the segment structure, based on the small spacing
between the rings. This reduces model complexity by avoiding
solving the individual shapes of the rods. The segment’s shape
is hence represented by its imaginary central axis.
The rods can be parameterized using the central axis arc length
s0 . The locations of the rods in every cross section defined by
axes x0 and y0 are specified by the vectors rij :
R0 (pij − p0 ) − rij = 0.

(6)

This assumption also leads to the fact that frame {ij} and frame
{0} are identical in orientation if no initial-twisting is added in
the rod:
Rij = R0 .

(7)

The local radii of curvature for the rods and the central axis
are therefore related by:


uij = u0 1 + eT3 (û0 rij ) .
(8)
where e3 = [0 0 1] .
T

uij =

m


u0




1 + eT3 (û0 rij ) ≈ mu0 .

(9)

j=1

4) Assumption 4. Frictionless Contact: Frictionless contact
is often assumed for the multi-backbone continuum mechanisms
with push-pull actuation, as in [28], [29].
By assuming frictionless contact between the rods and the
constraint structure, (6) implies an identical shear and constant
elongation strains in the rods:
vij = v0 + [ 0 0 εij ]T .

(10)

5) Assumption 5. Differential Actuation and Elongation: All
the backbone rods are actuated in a push-pull mode in a coordinated manner, bending the segment towards a certain direction.
This bending can always be realized by a pair of rods. This means
the actuation lengths qai is equivalent to two effective actuation
length ±q̄ai in the locations ±r̄i . This can be formulated as a
constraint:


qaij /rij  = q̄ai cos δij − δ̄i r̄i ,
(11)
where δ ij and δ̄i are the rotation angles from x0 to rij or r̄i about
z0 . Defining the vector µai as:
µai := (q̄ai /r̄i )e3 × r̄.

(12)

(11) can then be put in a matrix form:
qai = [r̂i1 e3 · · · r̂im e3 ]T µai := QTi µai .

(13)

Next, the elongation strains in the rods are also assumed to be
differential:
[ εi1 · · · εim ]T = QTi µεi ,

(14)

where µεi is an arbitrary vector in  .
3

C. Model Derivation
Based on the aforementioned assumptions, it is now straightforward to derive the variable curvature model for the continuum
segment.
Firstly, the mechanics model is obtained from the equilibrium
of forces and moments in an infinitesimal element, as illustrated
in Fig. 2. The force balance equation in a differential form is as
follows.
n 
m

ṅ0 +
ṅkj + fe = 0
(15)
k=i j=1

The total internal force is defined as follows.
n 
m

n := n0 +
nkj

(16)

k=i j=1

(15) then becomes (17).
ṅ + fe = 0.
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as in (25), to be solved with proper boundary conditions. For
the forward kinematics problems, the lengths of the rods are
specified by the differential actuation qai and subject to elastic
elongations. The boundary conditions on rod length increments
at the end of each segment s0 = λi is given by (26).

Fig. 2. The balance of (a) forces and (b) moments in a slice of continuum
segment.

ṁ0 +

+ R0

ṁkj + ṗ0 × n0 + p0 × ṅ0

+

m
n 


[rkj × (û0 KE ṽkj ) + (û0 rkj ) × (KE ṽkj )],

k=i j=1

k=i j=1
n 
m


0 = ṅ + fe ,
0 = ṁ + ṗ0 × n + le

The moment balance equation is in (18).
n 
m


ṗ0 = R0 v0 , Ṙ0 = R0 û0 ,


T

(n − i + 1)mv0 |xy = K−1
E R0 n xy , v0 |z = 1,


T

(n − i + 1)mu0 |xy = K−1
B R0 m xy , u0 |z = 0,

q̇i = QTi u0 .

(ṗkj × nkj + pkj × ṅkj ) + p0 × fe + le = 0

k=i j=1

(18)
Similarly, the total moment can be defined as in (19).
m := m0 +

n 
m


mkj

(19)

k=i j=1

(25)
T

qi (λi ) = qai + Lall,i [ εi1 · · · εim ] = qai + Lall,i QTi µεi .
(26)
The force and moment balance equations at s0 = λi can be
obtained similarly to the formulations in (15) and (18):
− n+ (λi ) + n− (λi ) + nei = 0,
− m+ (λi ) + m− (λi ) + mei − R0

(19) then yields (20).

m


rij × (KE ṽij ) = 0,

j=1

(28)

0 = ṁ + ṗ0 × n + le
+R0

m
n 


[rkj ×(û0 KE ṽkj )+(û0 rkj )×(KE ṽkj )], (20)

k=i j=1

where ṽkj = vkj − vmin = v0 − (1 − εkj )e3 .
Secondly, it shall be noted that the projections of n in (16)
and m in (19) in the cross section (i.e., the shearing force and
the bending moment) are transmitted by the rods. Utilizing (3),
(9) and (14), a constitutive law for n and m is as follows.


T

(n − i + 1)mv0 |xy = K−1
(21)
E R0 n xy ,


T

(n − i + 1)mu0 |xy = K−1
(22)
B R0 m xy .
Lastly, the backbone rod lengths are related to the central axis.
The length of the jth rod in the ith segment, from the cross section
at s0 = 0 to the cross section at s0 , is calculated by (23).
Lij (s0 ) =

s0
0

ṗij (ξ) dξ =

(27)

s0
0

v0 (ξ) + eT3 r̂ij u0 (ξ)dξ

(23)
s
where 0 0 v0 (ξ)dξ = L0 (s0 ) in the right-hand side is the
corresponding length of the central axis.
Defining the rod length increment qi (s0 ) =
[qi1 (s0 ) … qim (s0 )]T as qij (s0 ) := Lij (s0 ) − L0 (s0 ), and
a set of differential equations can be formulated as in (24).
q̇i (s0 ) = QTi u0 (s0 ).

(24)

D. Boundary Conditions
The abovementioned equations (4−5), (17), (20−22), and
(24) form a set of differential equations. They are summarized

where the superscripts ()− or () + represent the limits of quantities obtained by decreasing or increasing s0 . For the most distal
segment (i = n), the terms n− (λn ) and m− (λn ) vanish.
For inverse kinematics problems, the tip pose is specified by
pg and Rg , whereas the actuation lengths are unknown. The
boundary condition (26) is replaced by the following ones:
p0 (λn ) − pg = 0,

∨
log(RT0 (λn )Rg ) = 0.

(29)
(30)

E. Numerical Solution
The forward and the inverse kinematics problems are represented by the abovementioned boundary value problems (BVPs)
that are numerically solved using a shooting method. Boundary
condition residuals are calculated via numerical integrations on
the corresponding initial value problems (IVPs) with guessed
unknown kinematics variables. The boundary residuals are obtained via numerical integration using the step-forward finite
difference method (a.k.a., the forward Euler method) with respect to the centerline length s0 from the base to the distal
tip. The kinematics variables are then iteratively updated by
eliminating the boundary condition residuals in a gradient-based
optimization framework. The gradients are calculated using the
finite difference method. For an n-segment continuum robot with
an arbitrary number of rods in each segment, the forward kinematics problem contains 6 + 2n unknowns (n(0), m(0), and two
components in µεi ) and a (6 + 2n)-DoF boundary condition (for
n, m, and qi ), whereas the inverse kinematics problem contains
the same 6 + 2n unknowns and a 12-DoF boundary condition
(for n, m, p0 , and R0 ). The reduced dimensions of the problems
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TABLE II
STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS OF THE CONTINUUM ROBOT

Fig. 3. The continuum robotic system for experimental evaluation: (a) the
continuum robot tool and (b) the experimental setup.

entail modest computational cost, and can be effectively solved
in real time applications.
In the following experiments, the abovementioned numerical
resolution was implemented with C++ on a laptop with 2.60
GHz Intel Core i7-5600U CPU and 12 G RAM. Iterations were
terminated if the norm of the residual errors for the boundary
conditions were less than 10−4 (the units were meter and radian).
III. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, the proposed variable curvature model is
validated on a continuum robotic system.
A. System Description and Experiment Setup
As shown in Fig. 3(a), a continuum robotic system for
minimally invasive procedures was adopted to experimentally
validate the proposed variable curvature model. The robotic
system, which is also used in a previous study [30], includes
an exchangeable continuum robot tool and its actuation unit.
The continuum robot tool consists of two multi-backbone
continuum segments, stacked on a long base stem. The base stem
was flexible to help the continuum segments pass through curved
access lumens such that the tool can be used in a transurethral
application as in [31]. Each continuum segment includes four
φ0.37-mm nitinol rods. These rods pass through the φ0.42-mm
holes that are evenly distributed on a φ1.7-mm pitch circle in
the spacer rings. The spacer rings with 1-mm thickness and an
φ2.38-mm outer diameter are welded inside a stainless steel
outer tube with an inner diameter of 2.4 mm and an outer
diameter of 2.7 mm, via the triangular cuts that are cut on the
outer tube by laser cutting. The spacer rings are welded every
5 mm. 113 spacer rings were used. A φ1-mm internal lumen
is spared to pass the electric wire for an electrosurgical cautery
hook end-effector.
The cut patterns on the stainless steel outer tube contain two
portions. The distal portion is with passive revolute joints for
the segment’s tight bending, while the proximal portion is with
helically arranged straight cuts.
Eight rods in the continuum segments (four for the 1st and
the 2nd segments respectively) were routed to the transmission
mechanism of the continuum robot tool, pushed and pulled by
four sets of twin-screws (including twin-screw, nuts, guiding rail
etc.). Push-pull actuation bends the continuum robot tool.

The transmission mechanism was mounted on a rotary module
that is translated by a linear module for longitudinal feeding
motion. The rotary module houses motors to drive the twinscrew, as well as rotates the continuum robot tool. Hence, the
continuum robot tool can realize 6-DoF motions (1 feeding, 1
rotation, and 2 bending for each segment).
In the experiments, the continuum segments and the base
stem were longitudinally constrained by a stainless steel sheath,
which was fixed to the linear module.
The reference frame {w} was attached to end of the sheath
with zw in the longitudinal feeding direction and yw in the gravity
direction, as in Fig. 3(b). An optical tracker (Micron Tracker
SX60, Claron Technology Inc.) with about 0.3-mm sensing
accuracy was employed to obtain the actual robot shapes or tip
positions with ancillary markers or pointers.
The portion of the stainless steel tube with passive joints is
assumed to have negligible effects on the continuum segment’s
bending. When the flexible base stem was fed further enough
to extend the notch-patterned portion out of the stainless steel
sheath, this portion will be passively deflected by the bending of
the 1st segment. This portion was hence modeled as a separate
continuum segment with an additional central Cosserat rod with
bending stiffness KC . Denoting the feeding length as , the base
stem is treated as an extension of the 1st continuum segment with
the constitutive equation:

−1

1
KB + KC ) RT0 m 
u0 |xy = ( 2m

xy

(31)

for 0 ≤ s0 ≤ , where m = 4, since each segment has 4 rods.
Specifically, the inverse kinematics problem for the continuum robot was solved by formulating the initial conditions at
the distal end s0 = λ2 and evaluating boundary conditions at s0
= 0. As such, the initial conditions are
p0 (λ2 ) = pg , R0 (λ2 ) = Rg ,
n(λ2 ) = ne2 , m(λ2 ) = me2 − R0

m


rij × (KE ṽij ) (32)

j=1

with only εij (or µεi ) unknown. The boundary conditions were:

p0 (0) = 0, [log(R0 (0))]∨ xy = 0,

(33)

The base rotation angle ϕ is obtained from [log(R0 (0))]∨ |z .
The structural and mechanical parameters of the continuum
robot are listed in Table II.
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Fig. 5. The continuum robot shapes: (a) under two known external loading
conditions; (b) the shapes obtained by the variable curvature model for the
no-load condition (in yellow) and the tip-loaded conditions (in blue) with the
actual shapes (in red) for the tip-loaded conditions; and (c) positioning errors
along the arc length for loaded shapes.

B. Tip Positioning Accuracy
In the experiments quantifying tip positioning accuracy, the
continuum robot was commanded to reach different target positions in its workspace, whereas the target orientations were
all I3×3 . Three groups of targets were used to characterize the
positioning performance. Both the variable curvature model and
the constant curvature model with actuation compensation [6]
were used and the results were compared.
In the first group, the targets were on three φ70-mm circles
in parallel planes with base feeding  = 0, 40, and 80 mm.
The measured and reference positions are presented in Fig. 4(a).
The positioning errors of the constant curvature model went
large as the length of the base stem increases, especially in the
upper circle. In contrast, the proposed model exhibited improved
accuracy, mainly owing to its capability to account the coupled
deflections of the flexible base stem and the first segment. The
average positioning errors for the proposed model for the targets
in the bottom, middle and upper circles were 3.37 mm, 5.27 mm,
and 9.44 mm, compared to 6.58 mm, 6.65 mm, and 19.19 mm for
the constant curvature model, corresponding to the reductions
of 49.32%, 20.73%, and 50.81%, respectively.
In the second group, the targets were on three concentric
circles in the plane with  = 40 mm. The diameters of the
circles were 30, 60, and 90 mm. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the tip
positions produced by the constant curvature model exhibited
inconsistent accuracies in the radial direction, compared to the
variable curvature model. This demonstrated the incapability of
the bending calibration to capture the coupled bending between
continuum segments adopted in the constant curvature model.
The average positioning errors for the proposed model for the
inner, middle, and outer circles were 4.84 mm, 5.12 mm, and
6.36 mm, compared to 5.02 mm, 7.46 mm, and 19.72 mm for
the constant curvature model, corresponding to the reductions
of 3.59%, 31.34%, and 68.83%, respectively.
In the third group, the targets were on three mutually perpendicular circles with a diameter of 80 mm, as shown in
Fig. 4(c). The average error for the proposed model was 3.97

mm, compared to 9.33 mm for the constant curvature model,
corresponding to a 57.45% reduction.
C. Shape Discrepancy With a Known Load
The proposed model was also evaluated on the robot with
known external tip loads. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the robot was
actuated to two configurations, one in the vertical plane and
the other in the horizontal plane, and was loaded by a 40-gram
weight at its tip. In both configurations, the shapes were deflected
from its unloaded states. By solving the forward kinematics of
the variable curvature model, the loaded shapes were calculated
and plotted in Fig. 5(b). The average error of the absolute
deviation along the robot arc length for the proposed model in
Fig. 5(b.1) and (b.2) were 1.363 mm and 1.600 mm respectively,
whereas the corresponding maximum errors were 3.022 mm and
3.595 mm, as shown in Fig. 5(c.1) and (c.2). The loaded shapes
were in acceptable conformity with the actual shape measured
using the optical tracker.
D. Real-Time Path Following
The proposed model was then tested in a real-time application.
The continuum robot was commanded to follow a path in openloop control, starting at [0 0 90]T mm and following a 60 mm ×
30 mm rectangle, as indicated by the red line in Fig. 6. 900 target
positions were uniformly distributed along the path with a 0.2mm spacing, whereas the target orientations were all I3×3 . Target
positions were sequentially commanded to the robot every 20
ms. The solution for the last target position was used as the
guesses for the next target.
Four experiments were conducted, respectively using the
proposed variable curvature model and the constant curvature
model, in conditions with no external load and with a 20-gram
weight loaded at the robot’s tip.
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Fig. 6. (a) Path following experimental results with (b) the corresponding
errors (VCM: variable curvature model, CCM: constant curvature model).

The actual tip positions were recorded by the tracker at 20
Hz and are also plotted in Fig. 6. The average computing time
was 0.7001 ms. The maximum computing time was 5.109 ms,
which was observed in solving for the first target in the loaded
condition. The total duration of the path tracking was about
18.12 s. The variable curvature model exhibited better accuracy
in both loaded and unloaded condition. Because the variable
curvature model incorporated the external load information, it
was able to correct the initially deflected tip position. For the
variable curvature model, the mean, the standard deviation, and
the maximal values of the tracking errors with respect to the
target positions were 1.796 mm, 0.957 mm, and 4.053 mm,
respectively, for the unloaded condition, and 2.865 mm, 1.367
mm, and 6.377 mm for the loaded condition. The performance
of the variable curvature model deteriorated in the loaded condition, compared to its unloaded condition, which was owed to
the effects of torsion, nonlinear elasticity, and drive backlashes,
etc.
IV. DISCUSSION
The proposed model was demonstrated to have the ability to
capture the shapes of continuum segments under inter-segment
interactions and known external loads. And the external loads
can be sensed, possibly adopting the force sensing techniques
as in [29] and [32].
The constitutive equations in (21–22) are similar to the equations for a single Cosserat rod in (1–3) with a lumped stiffness.
Nevertheless, it shall be noted that the multi-backbone continuum mechanism reacts to external wrenches in a different way
compared to a single rod with lumped stiffness parameters. The
essential difference lies in the additional variables qi (s0 ) in the
differential (25) and their corresponding boundary conditions
in (26). This can be interpreted as constraints on the segment’s
deformation with actuation lengths partly offset by elastic elongations.
To illustrate the difference, a continuum segment composed of
4 backbone rods, each with a bending stiffness KB (the structural
parameters are in Table II), was compared to a Cosserat rod
with a bending stiffness of 4KB . As in Fig. 7(a), the continuum
segment was bent by the actuation lengths qa , whereas the
Cosserat rod was actuated by a tip couple ma to reach the same
orientation. For both cases, the tip deflection stiffness in response
to tip external forces was examined.

Fig. 7. Comparison between (a.1) the proposed variable curvature model and
(a.2) the Cosserat rod model with lumped stiffness parameters: (b) deflection
stiffness for different segment lengths and bending angles.

Fig. 8. Comparison between the proposed model (in blue) and the PCR model
in [28] (in red): (a) no-load bending, (b) under planar external forces, (c) with
sparse spacer rings, and (d) under an out-of-plane force.

Figure 7(b) presents the stiffness for both cases under external
tip forces in the x, y and z directions. The continuum segment
was shown to have higher stiffness than the Cosserat rod with
lumped parameters with respect to different segment lengths and
bending angles. This is because that disturbing the continuum
segment from its bent configuration will lead to additional axial
elongations/compressions of the backbone rods. It shall also
be noted that the bending stiffness of the continuum segment
is much lower than the stiffness of the four rods viewed as a
continuum beam, since rods are only attached at the distal end
and slide with respect to each other.
Examining the nonlinear discrepancy in the tip stiffness between the multi-backbone variable curvature model and the
lumped-parameter rod model, the lumped parameters will become functions of the bending angles and the segment lengths.
This essentially necessitates the development of the proposed
multi-backbone variable curvature model.
To further illustrate how the adopted assumptions affect the
model accuracy, the proposed variable curvature model is compared to the model in [28] (termed as PCR model here). Shapes of
a 38-mm continuum segment were obtained using both models
as in Fig. 8. While using the PCR model, the assumptions 1), 2),
3) and 5) in Section II.B are not applied.
The tip position discrepancy was 3.07% and 20.14% of the
length for the no-load condition in Fig. 8(a) & (c). The shape
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discrepancy is larger in Fig. 8(c) due to the reduced spacer disk
use such that the assumption 2) of continuous constraint does
not hold any more. The smaller discrepancy in Fig. 8(a) & (b)
indicates that the assumptions 3) and 5) play less significant
roles. When an out-of-plane external force is applied to cause
torsion, the tip position discrepancy was 19.03% of the length
(still big) as in Fig. 8(d), even though many spacer disks are used
for the PCR model. This is because sole use of the spacer disks
does not prevent torsion. Hence the assumption 1) of torsion-free
bending does not hold.
Since the structure of the continuum robot in Section III.A has
been designed to minimize torsion during bending, enable the
continuous constraint, only allow small-curvature bending, and
realize differential elongation of the backbone rods, the shape
discrepancy between the proposed variable curvature model and
the actual shape was hence acceptably small.
V. CONCLUSION
This letter proposes a variable curvature model for multibackbone continuum robots. Based on the Cosserat rod theory
and the modeling assumptions, a compact formulation was
derived, incorporating both Cosserat-rod-based mechanics and
multi-backbone structural constraints. The model was adopted
for a two-segment continuum robot to experimentally validate
the model’s performance in terms of accuracy and computational
efficiency.
The experimental results demonstrated that the variable curvature model achieves tip positioning error reduction up to
68.83%, while compared with the constant curvature model. The
model was also shown to have agreeable shape characterization
for the continuum robot under a known external load and the
computational time met the need from real-time control tasks.
Future work of this letter shall be focused on the generalization of the variable curvature model, for example, with variable
backbone routing profile. What’s more, the variable curvature
model can also be employed in combination with various sensing
schemes to realize force/contact estimation or feedback control.
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